SettlementConnect Services
Brown & Brown Absence Services Group and Professional Disability Associates (PDA) are proud to offer a unique
service that bridges the gap between a Social Security Disability (SSDI) award and a lump sum settlement. Through this
service, carriers will have an opportunity to reduce their pending overpayment balance and increase their settlement
acceptance rate, thereby reducing reserve liability in two important ways.
We’re combining Brown & Brown’s strong data analytics and predictive modeling capabilities with PDA’s deep
claim management expertise to identify the best settlement opportunities to pursue at precisely the right time.

Standard workflow

Carrier customization

Brown & Brown monitors the scheduled hearing calendar for
represented claimants, identifying claimants that meet potential
settlement criteria.

Carriers can provide scheduled hearing
dates for non-represented hearings to
Brown & Brown for on-going monitoring.

90 days prior to a scheduled hearing on a settlement opportunity, PDA
completes a file review, incorporating information from the SSA file,
external medical records ordered/received, and the carrier’s claim file.

PDA submits a full settlement analysis to the carrier outlining
the viability of a settlement offer, along with rationale and
supporting documentation.

Carriers can provide input on their specific
settlement philosophy to ensure that our
reviews are consistent and actionable.

Carrier reviews the analysis and decides to proceed down the
settlement path or not.

If all parties agree to pursue settlement, upon receiving a favorable
SSDI Notice of Decision, carrier creates a settlement offer that includes
any projected overpayment.

Upon receiving the official Notice of Award, Brown & Brown completes the
award summary, requests the overpayment calculation and confirms the
settlement offer, then ensures seamless communication to the claimant.

Carriers can decide whether their own
team or PDA resources communicate
settlement offers to the claimant.

If the settlement is accepted, the carrier is notified for processing.
If not, Brown & Brown proceeds with its normal overpayment
reimbursement facilitation.

By connecting the claimant’s overpayment obligation to the financial benefit of a settlement offer, carriers can eliminate unnecessary delays
in the financial transactions and create a positive service experience for claimants–while also improving their settlement acceptance rate
and reducing overall reserve liability.
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